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Smart PIR Motion Sensor NEO NAS-PD07BH ZigBee Homekit

Smart PIR Motion Sensor NEO NAS-PD07BH ZigBee Homekit.
Take care of the security in your home. The NEO NAS-PD07BH sensor reliably detects motion - when someone comes within its range,
you'll  receive an instant notification on your phone. The device is  compatible with the Tuya and Apple Home ecosystems, and can be
powered  in  2  ways  -  with  2  CR123A  batteries  or  via  micro  USB.  It  has  also  been  equipped  with  the  function  of  protection  against
disassembly. Note: the product requires a Zigbee gateway (sold separately) for proper operation.
 
Reliable motion detection
You no longer have to worry about an unwanted person getting into your home without you knowing about it. If a possible intruder gets
near the NEO sensor, you'll  get an instant notification on your phone! An alarm function is also available. The range of the device is a
maximum of 10 m, and its detection angle is up to 120°. Nothing can hide from it!
 
Protection against dismantling
Worried that an intruder may try to damage or dismantle the sensor? No worries -  the NAS-PD07BH model  is  equipped with a special
protection, just in case of such situations. If someone attempts to damage or dismantle it, you will immediately get a notification in the
app. This will give you time to react!
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Remote control
The  sensor  is  very  easy  to  use  -  just  use  the  app.  Among  other  things,  you'll  find  event  history,  settings  and  a  function  to  create
automation. The product is also compatible with Tuya and Apple Home platforms, so you can connect it to your favorite ecosystem and
enjoy even more convenient control of your chosen devices.
 
2 power options
Enjoy the reliable performance of the speaker regardless of the situation. The device supports 2 ways to power it - via micro USB or with
2 CR123A batteries. This way it can easily work even when the power goes out!
 
 
ManufacturerNEOModelNAS-PD07BHPower  supplyMicro  USB  5  V  /  1  A  or  2x  CR123A  3  V  batteryAmperage  in  standby  mode61
uADetection  rangeUp  to  10  mDetection  angleUp  to  120°Communication  standardZigbee  3.0Wireless  communicationZigbee  IEEE
802.15.4RangeUp to 55 m

Preço:

Antes: € 15.498

Agora: € 13.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control, Elementy wykonacze, Czujniki
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